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Byzantine Weaponry and Military equipMent 

in the hoMilies of st GreGory of nazianzus (paris, Gr. 510)

the2 famous manuscript of „the Homilies of St Greg-
ory of Nazianzus” („Homilies of Gregory the theologian” 
= Paris, Gr. 510) was completed in Constantinople in 879-
882. the manuscript consists of 465 folios, with forty six 
full-page illustrations (miniatures), thus showing a total of 
over two hundred scenes. there are many studies of this 
manuscript. as leslie Brubaker points out in the introduc-
tion to her book (Vision and Meaning in Ninth-Century 
Byzantium: Image as Exegesis in the Homilies of Gregory 
of Nazianzus):… the Paris Homilies has been cited more 
often than any other Byzantine manuscript (and probably 
more often than any Byzantine monument except Hagia 
Sophia)3. 

among thousands of pages of discussion on the Homi-
lies of Gregory of Nazianzus, only a few authors paid at-
tention to characteristics of weapons and armour depicted 
there. this observation applies in fact not only to the 
Homilies but to most research on Byzantine art. attention 
of art historians is usually focused on the modelling of 
the figures shown and their postures, clothing, landscape, 

2 Varna Museum of archaeology, valeri.yotov@gmail.com
3 Brubaker 1999, 1.

architecture and so on. the analysis is mostly devoted to 
features that allow the researchers to compare different ob-
jects and thus define their chronology.

Generally speaking, while looking at scenes or figures 
of Byzantine art, authors – in pursuit of their specific tasks 
– are content to note with regard to arms and armour that 
there is: a red shield with gold border; behind the emperor 
there are two guards with swords; sword in the hands of 
the angel is blue in color; blue sword in hand; and so on. 
in practical terms, i must underline that no weapons and 
armour in Byzantine manuscripts were subject to any de-
tailed analysis. 

the new electronic reality
although there was enough archaeological material 

available, in the past it was quite difficult to compare it with 
similar artefacts depicted in Byzantine art of the discussed 
period: wall paintings, mosaics, sculptures, manuscripts, etc. 
this was because the access to most of these works of art 
was almost impossible. For instance, until the World War ii 
a good part of the Byzantine manuscripts was known only 
to a small group of scholars (mostly art historians) and avail-
able publications were provided with black and white pho-
tos, often of rather poor quality. it was only within the last 
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decade that a number of Byzantine manuscripts became ac-
cessible, due to highly advanced digital technologies. For ex-
ample, the Homilies of St Gregory of Nazianzus were made 
available on-line on 21 october 2006 and since then the 
manuscript has been accessible to everyone interested in it.

the Homilies in specialist research 
it was only recently that in a few studies some atten-

tion has been paid to weapons and military equipment de-
picted in the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus.

in his book „arms and armour of the Warrior Saints. 
tradition and innovation in Byzantine iconography 
(843–1261)”PiotrŁ.Grotowskipaidattentiontoallscenes
showing weapons and military equipment in the Homilies. 
He noted: As with other items of military equipment, when 
analysing depictions of the sword in Byzantine art prob-
lems are raised by the lack of comparative archaeological 
material2. 

in his paper devoted to the „east-roman Helmets from 
the 9th to the 12th Centuries” raffaele D àmato (who is very 
well informed on Byzantine art) also gave a lot of examples 
from the Homilies. However, many of these examples were 
rather freely interpreted3.

recently, thanks to the information exchanged with 
the author of the present paper, two articles on medieval 

2 Grotowski 2010. 
3 D’amato 2015.

swords were published by Gennady Baranov. this scholar 
also made use of analogies offered by works of art4.

i would like to note again that already 30 years ago t. G. 
Kolias suggested that: …you must approach with extreme 
caution information about weaponry in artistic images5.

***
Weaponry and military equipment are depicted in 

twelve miniatures in the Homilies (30v; 137r; 170r; 215v; 
226v; 239r; 264v; 332v; 374v; 409v; 424v; 440r), some of 
them with two scenes. Most of them represent shields and 
swords, while some other – helmets, bows, axes, etc. in 
two miniatures (409v; 440r) stirrups, saddles and other ele-
ments of equestrian equipment can be seen. 

images of weapons and military equipment depicted in 
some miniatures are not very well preserved (e.g., folio 30v 
and others), which does not allow for their detailed anal-
ysis. Many other images merely offer very simplified in-
formation – for example, spears are usually shown as long 
straight lines with no other details. 

shields 
the shields are depicted in seven miniatures (170r; 

264v; 347v; 374v; 424v; 409v; 440r: Figs 1-2). they are 
usually round or oval. Basically, they are painted in red and 
much more rarely in blue. they are outlined by a golden or 

4 Baranov 2015, 87-105; Baranov 2017, 171-177.
5 Kolias 1988, 33.

Fig. 1. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: a – healing of the centurion’s servant (170r); b – scene from the life of Samson (347v); 
c – scene from the life of Julian the apostate (374v); d – fall of Jericho (424v); e – scene of the lives of Constantine and Helena (440r).
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blue stripe. their decoration is difficult to determine, but 
in some cases it is possible to discern geometric forms, 
simple wavy lines or vine branches.

Shields of infantry soldiers (Fig. 1) are larger, with 
a diameter of about 1.00 m, while these of cavalry (Fig. 2) 
are smaller – about 0.50 m.

swords 
swords of „Garabonc type” 

and their analogies in the Homilies 
one of already established types of Byzantine swords, 

named by me „Garabonc type”6, is based on a very well 
dated sword (Fig. 3), found in Grave 55 in the late avar 
necropolis in Garabonc in Hungary. the excavator B. M. 
Szőkedatedthenecropolistothesecondhalfof9th century 
and stated that the sword was a Byzantine one7. 

i enlarged the group and proposed a typology by add-
ing four other similar swords (Fig. 4-5), which are also well 
dated: three of them were discovered in Ukraine (unknown 
sites near Kharkov, Vinitsa and Cherkassy)8 and one from 
iran (a find from an unknown site, dated to the Samanid 
Dynasty period, i. e., 8th-9th centuries). this sword has been 
recently published in an exhibition catalogue9.

all five swords of „Garabonc type” have analogies in 
examples depicted in the Homilies. Swords which are simi-
lar to the „Garabonc type” are shown in four folios: 

6 Yotov 2011, 116-117.
7 Szőke1992,92-96,Tab.18;20:63;Szőke1994,251-317;

Catalogue 2010, 293.
8 Baranov 2015, 87-105; Baranov 2017, 171-177.
9 Catalogue 2008, 37, cat. No. 8.

• 137r (Fig. 6): in the scene of „Massacre of the innocents”10;
• 215v (Fig. 7): in the scene of „Solomon’s judgement”11;
• 226v (Fig. 8): in the scene of „Joshua (= Jesús Navín) 

meets the angel”12;
• 332v (Fig. 9): in the scene of „life of Cyprian”13.

in two scenes (Fig. 6-7) of the miniatures there was 
depicted a sword-guard identical to the one discovered 
in Cherkassy (Ukraine). Swords in another two scenes 
(Fig. 8-9) are generally similar to „Garabonc type” swords. 
in some cases, there is even a perfect match between the 
swords from the miniatures and the discussed type. it is 
also important to note that this manuscript is dated to ca. 
880, which is approximately the date of the Grave 55 with 
the sword inside from the Garabonc necropolis.

there is no doubt that this sword type may definitely 
be determined as Byzantine. this has also been proved by 
some other works of art, although dated to a later period 
(9th-10th centuries). these are: the „Menologion” of Basil ii 
(979-989) and some wall paintings of this period. 

other swords in the Homilies
Some other types of swords are also depicted in the 

Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzus. For example, they can 
be seen in: folio 239r (Fig. 10), in the scene of „Gregory 
and emperor theodosios”14 and in folio 440r (Fig. 11) in 
one of the scenes from the „lives of Constantine and 

10 Brubaker 1999, 62.
11 Brubaker 1999, 356.
12 Brubaker 1999, 194.
13 Brubaker 1999, 141.
14 Brubaker 1999, 132-134.

Fig. 2. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: a – crossing of the red Sea (264v); b – scene from the life of Julian the apostate (409v).
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Fig. 3. Sword found in Grave 55, 
2nd half of the 9th c. late avar 
necropolis in Garabonc, Hungary.

Fig. 4. other „Garabonc type” swords: a – near Kharkov, Ukraine; b – near Vinitsa, Ukraine; c – near Cherkassy, Ukraine; d – iran. 
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Helena”15. For the time being, i have no answer to the ques-
tion whether painters of these scenes had in view contem-
porary (9th century) original swords, or they followed pro-
totypes depicted in earlier manuscripts, sculpture, etc.

stirrups 
the stirrups are triangular – they are presented in 

three scenes in two folia (Fig. 12): „the life of Julian the 
apostate” (f. 409v; Fig. 12: a-b)16 and „the lives of Con-
stantine and Helena” (f. 440r; Fig 12: c)17.

15 Brubaker 1999, 163-169.
16 Brubaker 1999, 232-235.
17 Brubaker 1999, 163-169.

triangular stirrups 
When M. Schulze-Dörrlamm identified one group of 

stirrups (Fig. 13) of triangular shape as „birnenförmige” 
(i. e.,- pear-shaped; practically a triangle with oval bows), 
she noted that it is impossible to say for sure, but we can 
assume that they are of Scandinavian, Khazar, or possibly 
Byzantine origin18. 

in one of my previous papers i commented on and re-
dated a stirrup hoard (Fig. 14) from the fortress of Strejevo 
(near Bitola, modern republic of Macedonia). all 18 stirrups 
have such triangular shapes. a correct chronology of this 

18 Schulze-Dörrlamm 1988, 422-423, Fig. 47, liste 23. 

Fig. 5. Find places of Byzantine swords 
of „Garabonc type” (2nd half of the 9th c.). 

Fig. 6. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: 137r 
– scene of „Massacre of the innocents”.

Fig. 7. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: 215v 
– scene of „Solomon’s judgement”.
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assemblage is the 2nd half of the 10th – the beginning of the 
11th century19. 

Comparing images of stirrups in folio 409 and folio 440 
of the Homilies, it can be assumed that the triangular shape of 
stirrups was familiar to masters of Byzantine miniatures. 

this does not mean that stirrups of triangular shape are 
of Byzantine origin. as a matter of fact, they can be defined 

19 Yotov 2007, 171-180. 

as a Hungarian type. However, they were rather common and 
familiar in the Byzantine empire and beyond. 

For instance, in The Taktika of leo Vi, as regards the de-
scription of arms and military equipment of the late 9th - ear-
ly 10th centuries, the emperor often mentioned the „turks” 
(this is how he called the Hungarians/ Magyars as bearers of 
a specific war culture) with regard to description of arms and 
military equipment. He stated: … because they are horsemen 
and they do not get off their horses: for them it is difficult 
even to stay at their feet, because since their childhood they 
have learned to ride, and then:.. And when at the beginning 

Fig. 8. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: 226v 
– scene of „Joshua (=Jesús Navín) meets the angel”. 

Fig. 9. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: 332v – scene of „life of Cyprian”. 

Fig. 10. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: 239r 
– Gregory and emperor theodosios. 

Fig. 11. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: 440r 
– scene of the lives of Constantine and Helena.
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some of them came as refugees to us and were welcomed fa-
vourably, their example was followed by many more20. 

Such migrants are mentioned in some historical sourc-
es as „Vardariotes-turks”. in the 2nd half of 10th c. they 
settled in the region around the river Vardar (in modern 
republic of Macedonia), from which their name originated. 
there, they adopted the Christian religion and were used 
by the Byzantines as soldiers. at the beginning of 11th c. the 
„turks/ Magyars vardariotes” were allies to the Byzantine 

20 Tactica Leo ХVІІІ,63;67.

empire during the wars of Basil ii against the Bulgarians21. 
one detachment of „turks from okhrid” under the com-
mand of emperor alexios Komnenos (1081–1118) took part 
in the battle near Dyrrachium in 108122. therefore, we must 
admit that the so-called „Hungarian” stirrups were familiar 
enough to the Byzantines. 

there is another example that confirms this opinion. 
in 2013 a pair of stirrups (Fig. 15) with same triangular 

21 Dimitrov 1998, 82-83.
22 anna Komnina 1996, 145, footnote 435.

Fig. 12. Homilies Paris, Gr. 510: a-b – scenes from the life of Julian the apostate (409v); 
c – scene of the lives of Constantine and Helena (440r). 

Fig. 13. Map of distribution of so-called 
Hungarian (Byzantine) stirrups,  10th-11th c. 
in europe. after M. Schulze-Dörrlamm 
1988.
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Fig. 14. Strejevo fortress, near Bitola, modern republic of Macedonia – hoard of stirrups (2nd half of the 10th – beginning of the 11th c.).

Fig. 15. Pair of stirrups of triangular shape. Found in a Magyar necropolis, dated to the 2nd half of the 10th c. 
Thestirrupsareornamentedwithdepictionsoffishandstirrups.AfterLangóandSiklósi2013.
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shape was published. it was found in a Magyar necropolis 
in Hungary dated to the second half of the 10th century23. 
these stirrups are ornamented with depictions of fish and 
stirrups (!). in my opinion, this find confirms the hypoth-
esis which i propose here. of course, we cannot be certain 
that in this case the fish appeared as a Christian symbol but 
this is not impossible. 

Conclusion
in the opinion of leslie Brubaker, the Homilies: … it 

is not in fact a simple manuscript. It is arguably the most 
complex and internally sophisticated illustrated manu-
script ever produced in Byzantium24. 

23 LangóandSiklósi2013,147;Fig.12.
24 Brubaker 1999, XVii.

Having this in mind, as well as considering the fact 
that in Byzantine monuments of art weapons and military 
equipment are usually depicted in a rather stylised man-
ner, it must be said that their detailed representations in the 
Homilies is an exception to the rule. 

Finally, it must be said that arms and military equip-
ment which are depicted in the Homilies can be of use in 
determining finds of weaponry which have been discov-
ered either during regular excavations or incidentally. 

Translated by Alexander Minchev
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streszczenie

Bizantyjskie uzbrojenie i wyposażenie wojskowe w „Kazaniach św. Grzegorza z Nazjanzu” (Paris, Gr. 510)

Autoromawiailustracjeprzedstawiająceuzbrojenieiwyposażeniewojskowewsłynnymrękopisie„Kazaniaśw.Grze-
gorzazNazjanzu”(Paris,Gr.510),powstałymwKonstantynopoluwlatach879-882.Przedstawionewnimtarczesązre-
gułyokrągłelubowalne.Sąonemalowaneprzeważnienaczerwono,znacznierzadziejnaniebiesko.Otoczonesązłotymi
lubniebieskimiobwódkami.Trudnojestokreślićichdekorację,aczkolwiekmożnadostrzecpewneformygeometryczne,
liniefalistelubgałęziewinorośli.Tarczeżołnierzypiechotysąwiększe,ośrednicyok.1m,podczasgdytarczejazdysą
mniejsze,ośrednicyok.0.5m.Wkwestiimieczy,autoruważa,iżnaniektórychminiaturachKazańwidniejąbliskieana-
logiedowcześniejwyróżnionegotypumieczybizantyjskich,określonegojako„Garabonc”(pięćznalezisk,datowanychna
drugąpołowęIXw.).OdnośnieprzedstawieństrzemionwKazaniach,autorzakłada,iżakcesoriateoformietrójkątnej,
tzw.strzemionamadziarskie,byłyznanetwórcomminiaturbizantyjskich.Ponadto,brońiwyposażeniewojskoweprzed-
stawione w Kazaniachstanowiąuzupełnieniewiedzyoznaleziskachuzbrojeniaujawnionycharcheologicznie.


